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1.

Baptism: Application of water as an act
_________________ the initiation into something.

1.

Baptism: Application of water as an act
_________________ the initiation into something.

2.

What must I do to be saved? ___________ in the
Lord Jesus.

Acts 16:27-34
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Lord Jesus.
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3.

Both Jesus and Paul ___________________ more
on preaching than baptizing.

John 4:1-3,
1 Corinthians 1:17
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4.

John baptized with __________, and Jesus baptized
with H.S. _________.

Matthew 3:11
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John baptized with __________, and Jesus baptized
with H.S. _________.

Matthew 3:11

5.

Baptism: Is it necessary or ___________________?
Can someone be saved without baptism?
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Baptism: Is it necessary or ___________________?
Can someone be saved without baptism?

a.

Abraham ___________________ and was
considered righteous; then he was circumcised,
which is an O.T. type of baptism.

Romans 4:9-11
Genesis 15:6
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b.

Cornelius ___________________, was saved,
filled with Holy Spirit, and then baptized.

Acts 10:44-48
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Cornelius ___________________, was saved,
filled with Holy Spirit, and then baptized.
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c.

The thief on the cross ___________________,
went to Paradise, and was never baptized.

Luke 23:43
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6.

____________ on the Lord, not the water of baptism
washes away sins.

Acts 22:16
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7.

Baptism represents a ______________ of repentance
and forgiveness.

Matthew 3:11,
Acts 2:37-38
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8.

Being born of water is birth of the _____________.

John 3:3-5, 3:16
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